Contemplatio
In the womb before the dawn, I begot you. (Ps 110:3)



Summoned by love, we come. Summoned by love we come together this week, in the atmosphere of the
feast of Corpus Christi, Body of Christ. Stirred by desire, by an unquenchable yearning, we come.



We come as one Christic body, oned in love, in the one communion of heart minds in the Trinity of Love.
We come to rest in the womb of silence, in the stillness of the point of pure light, in the ground of naked
being, where we are one, in the All Holy One.



The womb of silence enfolds, embraces, infuses us into its hollow stillness, into the luminous ground of
infinite divine fertility, into the flow of Love’s Trinity, into the deep peace of the ground of pure
consciousness.



We flow within Love’s Trinity infused in Love’s presence. The silence is pregnant, thronging with eons of
Love enflaming, embracing, kissing, enveloping, melting us into itself, so that we may pour out the grace of
stillness, to each other and to our world, in a oneing communion.



We are and are becoming body of Christ—Corpus Christi, vast, spacious, expansive loving.



Infusing luminous, all embracing Presence caresses our bodies, pours through the marrow of our bones,
swells our hearts, inter-penetrating all pain, groping, tracking, more and more deeply into the darkness.
Wounded love, wounded body of Christ, a wounded God. The emptiness resounds with infinite creativity.



This tender, graceful Spirit Presence searches deeper and deeper until she dissolves pain’s source, and
draws us beyond into the timelessness of infinite Love. Here there is no pain. The wound becomes a womb
of eternal love-making.



Touchings of incandescent divine light, glow ever more radiantly, ever more compassionately, and begin to
seep into our awareness. Resplendent divine light, is creating a light-body of luminous heart awareness.
The deep peace, harmony, serenity, tranquillity of luminous divine love fills us. We are one body, one
whole light-body of Christ, becoming a quantum sea of light. Wave and particle dance as each other,
harmoniously creating luminous Christic seeing. There is one heart, one mind of Christ, one body of Christ.



Serene silence absorbs our love as we are one light filled body of Christ, radiantly aglow with love. We
know that we are one universe, one world, one earth, one radiant body of Christ, All in All, Omega Love.
We are peace, we are light, we are love.
Blessings of love, Dr Kerrie Hide

